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Fujiyama 

"Sushi, Sashimi and More"

This trendy Japanese restaurant is popular with the business crowd by

day and assorted sushi lovers by night. The interior has an "up-to-the-

minute" contemporary look that gives it a Los Angeles feel. The patio area

is small, but offers a great people watching view. Assorted sushi

selections are the most popular choices, but the sashimi is also worth a

try. If you are extremely picky, the diverse menu offers a deep choice of

alternative selections. Sake and wine is available, but the restaurant does

not have a full bar. Reservations are required for large parties, and

smoking is not allowed.

 +1 719 630 1167  www.fujiyamasushi.com/  22fujiyama@gmail.com  28 South Tejon St, Suite A,

Colorado Springs CO
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House of Yakitori 

"Delicious Japanese offerings"

Enjoy exotic Asian décor and an amazing view through glass walls while

dining in this Japanese sushi bar. Named one of the "Best New

Restaurants" in 1998 by famed Esquire food writer John Mariani, it offers

an overall dining experience that is well worth the trip. Try traditional

sushi or sample a taco with spicy octopus. Just remember that spicy to the

Japanese translates into solar flare hot. A full bar is not available.

Reservations are required for large parties.

 +1 719 630 7507  2431 North Union Boulevard, Colorado Springs CO
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Jun Japanese Restaurant 

"Sushi & More"

Since 1991 when this sushi-center opened, it has been recognized by the

local press as one of the top Japanese restaurants in Colorado Springs.

Each day it flies in fresh fish to assure its diners of top-notch sushi. The

offerings are many and include octopus, sea eel and tear-inducing spicy

tuna roll. Entrees are just as varied and feature tempura plates, and

specialty items such as Teriyaki Squid and Salmon Kasuzuke.

 +1 719 531 9368  www.jun-japanese.com/dublin-

lunch-menu#Dublin

 1769 Dublin Boulevard, At Academy

Boulevard, Colorado Springs CO
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